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Stuck with an issue
around security?
No problem.
Our assessment is oﬀered to you
live via GoToMeeting with a
professional security consultant.
Our consultant will set up a time
that works for you.

“ASM is a great way to manage security! The interface is so much easier to use
than doing it natively. The support is fantastic! The process is easy, you can submit
a ticket on their website, and they schedule a screen-share meeting
and walk you through the process to fix your problem. Great service!”
Greg Miller, PMP, Aﬃliated Resource Group

Professional Assessment by Leading Experts in Dynamics Security
Arbela is oﬀering a live, one-on-one, professional consultation at no charge with our
leading experts in Dynamics AX Security. This is great for companies and end-users that
need expert advice while learning about security best practices based on real-life
scenarios.
This consultation is suited for IT System Administrators and users working within
Dynamics AX and have questions in any of the following areas:

a User Role Assignments - Understand how your users have been assigned to roles and
the role structure your users are assigned to. This area tends to have issues with users
being provisioned access that is either too much or too little.

a Role Configuration - Have you designed any custom roles? Did you build your roles
based on business processes or around out-of-the-box configurations? Do you know
how many licenses you have consumed? We review the roles that are created and ask
key questions to help better assess the role structure for your business. A critical step in
any security implementation.

Need to set up your security?
We’ve got you covered.
ERP Security is a complicated and
lengthy process.
Don’t worry, we have been helping
hundreds of customers with our
leading security management
product (Audit & Security Manager
- ASM).
If you are low on resources and
need to knock security out fast, we
have got you covered.

Interested in a demo?
Let us know and find out why so
many Dynamics customers choose
ASM for all of their security related
needs.

a Best Practices - Identifying your security model can help uncover issues that could

potentially lead to errors, improper access or other problems. We advise you on best
practice recommendations and next action items you should consider for a mature
security model.

a Identify Risk - Determining how your security model is built can help identify risk
whether it is in your security model or at the implementation itself. Sometimes, a

business may not be aware of the current risks. We can identify where your main risks
are and propose solutions.
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